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The harmonic version of Centaura differs from Centaur with two 11 limit intervals being introduced. The Centaur instruments were retuned to this new scale at the end of 2019.
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Centaura followed by its four 10 constant structures
and 9 simplest nine tones ones. Wilson defined a  Constant Structure as “A tuning system where each interval occurs always subtended by the same number of steps. (That is all, no other restrictions)"
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The 9.8.and7 tone structures from the previous 10 tone scales
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All the resulting 9 tone Constant Structures
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The 7 tone constant structures found by the rotating a 7 tone bi-level pattern through the cycle of 10. The uppercase designating the the 7 tone scales already found. All of which happen to also repeated tetrachords while the others are mixed ratios except when marked with an *. The lower case number refers to the 10 tone cycle or cycles it is found in.  
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O designates those scales that have no repeating step size intervals. Found only withing the 10 tone scales.
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The 7 tone scales within the 9 tone ones are notated with the letter first before the number
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The 8 tone scales found within the 10 tone constant Structures. These lead easily to many 6 tone scales worth looking at.
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The set of 7 tone scales found by fusing like pairs or ratios together mentioned on page 3
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A few comments on the Constant Structures within Centaura.The purpose in sharing is first of all to provide an example ofhow one can explore the resources of  a simple 12 tone scalewhich can give one  almost an overwhelming amount of possibilies.A similar process was done with the Centaur scale that is worth comparing how different the constant structures within each is differnentHere it was noticed with Centaura that each scale held a unique and non repeated place within the over all tuning. No exact transpositions are possible. This is taken as a positive.With the 10 tone scales it was noticed the scales it made tended to have less repetition than the 9 tone scales which included more scales with repeated tetrachords.Within the 10 tone scales there are scales where no step interval is repeated such as 7-1a. They work quite well. It could be that being embedded within larger Constant structures gives it a type of cohesion one does not get from purely random notes. None such scales were found witin the 9 tone scales.Kraig Grady 9 -1- 20 
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